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Abstract—The LHC is currently undergoing a high lumi-
nosity upgrade, which is set to increase the instantaneous
luminosity by at least a factor of five. This luminosity
increase will result in a higher muon flux rate in the forward
region and overwhelm the current trigger system of the CMS
experiment. The ME0, a gas electron multiplier detector, is
proposed for the Phase-2 Muon System Upgrade for the CMS
experiment to help increase the muon acceptance and to con-
trol the Level 1 muon trigger rate. A recent design iteration
of this detector features GEM foils that are segmented on
both sides, which helps to lower the probability of high
voltage discharges. However, during preliminary testing of
the chamber, substantial crosstalk between readout sectors
was observed. Here, we investigate, characterize, and quan-
tify the crosstalk present in the detector, and also estimate the
performance of the chamber as a result of this crosstalk via
simulation results of the detector dead time, efficiency loss,
and frontend electronics response. The results of crosstalk via
signals produced by applying a square voltage pulse directly
on the readout strips of the detector with a signal generator
are summarized. We also present the efficacy of mitigation
strategies including bypass capacitors and increasing the area
of the HV segments on the third GEM foil in the detector.
We find that the crosstalk is a result of capacitive coupling
between the readout strips on the readout board and between
the readout strips and the bottom of the third GEM foil. Our
results show that the crosstalk generally follows a pattern
where the largest magnitude of crosstalk is within the same
azimuthal readout segment in the detector, and in the next-
nearest horizontal segments in eta. Generally, the bypass ca-
pacitors and increased area of the HV segments successfully
lower the crosstalk in the sectors where they are located;
on average, we observe a maximum decrease of crosstalk in
sectors previously experiencing crosstalk from (1.66±0.03)%
to (1.11±0.02)% with all HV segments connected in parallel
on the bottom of the third GEM foil, with the addition of
an HV low-pass filter connected to this electrode, and an
HV divider. However, with these mitigation strategies, we
also observe slightly increased crosstalk

(
/ 0.4%

)
in readout

sectors farther away.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE high luminosity upgrade of the LHC at CERN is
projected to increase the instantaneous design lumi-

nosity by at least a factor of five. In order to cope with the
increased muon flux rates from this higher luminosity,
the CMS experiment is undergoing the Phase-2 Muon
System upgrade [1], which will increase the redundancy
of the muon system, as well as lower the Level 1 trigger
rate. One of the detectors to be installed during the
upgrade is the ME0 triple-Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
detector, which will increase the muon acceptance from
|2.4| to |2.8| in pseudorapidity (see Fig. 1), and also help
control the Level 1 trigger rate.
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Fig. 1. Quadrant of the upgraded CMS experiment with the ME0 in
orange [1].

The recent design of this detector differs from a previ-
ous generation of CMS GEM detectors, the GE1/1, in that
it features GEM foils with high voltage (HV) segments
with protection resistors on both sides of the foils, which
function to protect the chamber from HV discharges.
By contrast, only the side of the GEM foils in GE1/1
detectors facing the drift electrode is segmented. The
foils are divided into 37 HV segments with a range of
areas from 98.7 cm2 to 103.4 cm2. During the quality con-
trol testing of the first prototype, we observed crosstalk
in neighboring readout sectors. This paper provides a
summary of the investigations of the crosstalk in the
ME0 detector. We characterize and quantify the crosstalk
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pulses in this detector by injecting signal pulses into the
readout sectors with a signal generator (see Fig. 2 for
a picture of the ME0 GEM detector and the associated
readout sector partitioning). We also discuss simulation
results of expected detector efficiency loss, which are
based on results from crosstalk rate measurements using
pulses created by alpha and beta sources, background
rate simulations, and dead time simulations from the
response of the frontend application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) mounted on hybrid cards due to the
crosstalk. Finally, we discuss mitigation techniques in-
cluding the use of bypass capacitors on the GEM foil
and increasing the area of the HV segments on the third
GEM foil to reduce the magnitude of the crosstalk in
other readout segments.

Fig. 2. The CMS ME0 triple-GEM detector and its readout sector label-
ing. Sector numbering ranges azimuthally from 1 to 3 and vertically
from 1 to 8.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CROSSTALK

During the preliminary alpha-irradiation testing of the
prototype ME0 detector, we observed bipolar pulses in
sectors that were not being irradiated. To investigate
further, we injected a square pulse of 1 microsecond
width1 into a readout sector (128 readout strips), and
then read out the crosstalk signal on 128 ganged strips
in all of the other readout sectors with an oscilloscope.
To measure and quantify the crosstalk, these oscilloscope
traces were recorded and their amplitudes manually
measured. Figure 3 displays such a measurement: on
channel 1 of the trace (top), we see the injected square
pulse, and on channel 2 (bottom), we see the resulting
crosstalk pulse in an adjacent readout sector.

1A typical pulse width in a GEM detector is on the order of 10
ns. However, with the capabilities of the signal generator used in this
study, the amplitude of the pulse was preserved, but became distorted
due to an impedance mismatch below one microsecond. Thus, we used
a one microsecond pulse width for these studies.

Fig. 3. An example oscilloscope trace of the input square pulse (channel
1, top) and the crosstalk signal (channel 2, bottom).

The crosstalk percentage is quantified as the ratio of
output pulse amplitude to the input amplitude, mul-
tiplied by 100%, with the error given by the standard
error propagation formula below. These tests showed a
maximum crosstalk amplitude of (6.40 ± 0.42)% of the
injected amplitude.

XT% =
Vout

Vin
· 100% (1)

δ(XT%) = |XT |

√(
δVin

Vin

)2

+

(
δVout

Vout

)2

· 100% (2)

Comprehensive crosstalk “maps” (see an example in
Fig. 4) were made by reading out the signal in all of
the other readout (RO) sectors in the chamber. These
maps identify the largest observed crosstalk and the
extent to which neighboring sectors in the chamber are
affected. Sectors with 0.00% crosstalk were those that
did not display a crosstalk signal differentiable from
baseline. Consequently, the error listed for these sectors
is undefined as prescribed by (2). The range of the
average observed crosstalk across the detector for pulse
inputs into each φ partition of three η segments are listed
in Table I.

TABLE I. RANGE OF OBSERVED CROSSTALK FOR PULSE INPUTS INTO
EACH OF THE THREE PHI PARTITIONS OF THE LISTED ETA SEGMENTS.

η Sector Minimum Crosstalk (%) Maximum Crosstalk (%)
1 0.24±0.04 3.80±0.21
5 0.20±0.04 6.40±0.42
8 0.16±0.04 4.00±0.22

The crosstalk signal is a result of CR differentiation:
the capacitive coupling between RO sectors (and the
coupling due to the bottom electrode of GEM3 that faces
the strips) results in an average measured intersector
capacitance C = 702 ± 18 pF), and the resistance is that
of the 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the cable. The
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Fig. 4. An example crosstalk map with pulse input in sector (η = 5, φ =
2). Note the nearly symmetric behavior in adjacent φ partitions (and η
partitions). Sectors with XT = 0.00% showed no discernible crosstalk.

time constant is then τ ≈ 35 ns. This hypothesis was
verified by examining the time constant of the observed
crosstalk pulses and also by varying the input square
pulse widths T , which shows the characteristic behavior
of a CR differentiator for pulse widths T � τ and T ≈ τ
(see Fig. 5). These results are also verified via circuit
simulations reported in a complementary paper by M.
Hohlmann submitted to these proceedings, see [2].

III. ESTIMATING THE IMPACT OF THE CROSSTALK ON
DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

To estimate the impact that this crosstalk has on de-
tector performance, experimental results determining the
probability of observing a crosstalk pulse were used as
input parameters to a simulation of the ensuing back-
ground rate in the detector from crosstalk.. To determine
the crosstalk probability, a GE1/1 GEM detector with
double-segmented foils was irradiated with alpha and
beta sources through a small hole in the GEM drift cath-
ode PCB, and the hit rate of the pulses above threshold
were recorded. Dead time and timing error simulations
of the frontend ASIC hybrid cards were performed by
injecting a signal pulse at a fixed time into the simulated
shaping circuit, and then varying the injection time of a
crosstalk pulse into the same, simulated circuit of the
ASIC. It was found that a maximum timing error of
about 550 ns results from the interference of the large
crosstalk signal with actual signal pulses on neighboring
strips. Results of heavily-ionizing background particle
rate simulation in CMS were used in tandem with the
simulations to determine the loss of efficiency of the
detector. Figure 6 displays the results of these studies,
which shows the nominal detector efficiency and the

 

Width = 20 ns   

	
	

Width = 100 ns   

	
	

Width = 250 ns   

	
	

Width = 1000 ns   

	
	Fig. 5. Crosstalk pulse shapes for different input square pulse widths.

Note that below 1 µs, the input pulses were distorted due to impedance
mismatch between the cable and the strip sector.
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efficiency loss from the dead time due to crosstalk, for
each readout partition (η number) in the detector.

Fig. 6. Plot of the simulated reconstruction efficiencies and the losses
due to crosstalk with increasing pseudorapidity (for an impact time
equivalent to 50 bunch crossings).

IV. MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING
CROSSTALK

Several mitigation strategies were tested to ameliorate
the crosstalk: increasing the area of the HV segments on
the bottom of the third GEM foil (GEM3B), both with and
without a low-pass filter, and installing bypass capacitors
in one η segment. The idea is to reduce the impedance
to ground for AC signals by increasing the capacitance
between strips and the bottom of the GEM3 foil or by
creating a direct AC path with a capacitor [2]. For the
first study, we soldered five, 330 pF bypass capacitors in
parallel with the protection resistors to the HV segments
in the η = 8 sector on the bottom of the third GEM foil,
and removed the protection resistors in η = 5, connecting
these HV segments in parallel to increase the capacitance
of the third GEM foil (see Fig. 7).

Crosstalk maps were then taken for pulse inputs into
each RO connector in η = 5, 8. We then repeated crosstalk
measurements with all of the 37 HV segments on GEM3B
connected in parallel with solder (in effect recreating
an unsegmented GEM3B electrode). This configuration
was measured both with a low-pass circuit and both
with and without the HV divider. An example map for
the configuration of all HV segments connected, a low
pass circuit, and the HV divider, along with the original
map in the baseline configuration, as well as a map that
displays the total change in percentage, is presented in
Fig. 8. We see that although new sectors farther away
from the pulse injection are experiencing a small amount
of crosstalk, there is an overall decrease in the sectors
previously suffering from crosstalk. The results, quoted
as a change in percentage of crosstalk amplitudes, are
listed in Table II.

Fig. 7. The bypass capacitors (covered with a layer of Kapton tape)
installed in η = 8 on GEM3B (top) and the HV segments connected in
parallel with solder in η = 5 on GEM3B (bottom).

For a summary of all mitigation strategies for pulse
input into readout sector (5,2), see Fig. 9. It should be
noted that a small value of crosstalk

(
/ 0.4%

)
was

observed in all φ partitions in all η sectors after these
modifications were made. This is expected because the
contiguous GEM3 bottom can couple a small amount of
crosstalk into all RO sectors. Overall, the average ob-
served crosstalk is reduced by each mitigation strategy,
with the largest decrease in crosstalk occurring when the
third GEM foil is contiguous (i.e., protection resistors on
the top-side of the foil, only), with the HV divider and
low-pass filter connected.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

During the initial performance testing of a prototype
ME0, a triple-GEM detector proposed for the
Phase-2 Muon Upgrade of the CMS experiment, sub-
stantial crosstalk was observed in neighboring readout
sectors. This motivated our investigations to better un-
derstand and mitigate this crosstalk, as outlined in this
paper. By applying square voltage pulses to all 128 read-
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Fig. 8. Crosstalk maps of the observed crosstalk percentage for the unmodified, segmented GEM3B (left), the modified version of GEM3B where all
HV segments are connected in parallel with solder, with HV filter and HV divider connected (center), and the change in the crosstalk percentage
between the unmodified and the modified chamber (right), for pulse input into sector (5,2).

Fig. 9. Summary plot of the observed crosstalk percentage in all sectors for pulse input into (5,2) for different mitigation measures.
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TABLE II. AVERAGE CHANGE IN CROSSTALK FOR ALL SECTORS PREVIOUSLY EXPERIENCING CROSSTALK WITH BYPASS CAPACITORS (η = 8) AND
HV SEGMENTS CONNECTED (η = 5), AND WITH ALL HV SEGMENTS CONNECTED ON GEM3B WITH HV FILTER, BOTH WITH AND WITHOUT AN
HV DIVIDER.

Pulsing into Bypass Cap. & HV segments GEM3B Continuous, HV Filter GEM3B Continuous, HV Filter
connected in η = 5 (w/o HV Divider) (w/ HV Divider)

η = 8 (-0.47±0.04)% (-0.50±0.04)% (-0.53±0.03)%
η = 5 (+0.03±0.04)% (-0.05±0.05)% (-0.36±0.07)%
η = 1 N/A (-0.17±0.04)% (-0.39±0.05)%

Grand Average (-0.22±0.03)% (-0.24±0.03)% (-0.43±0.03)%

out strips in a RO sector, and reading the signal out of
each remaining RO sector, we observe that, in the version
of the ME0 triple-GEM detector where GEM foils have
HV protection resistors on both sides, a range of crosstalk
between 0.24%–6.40% is seen across all φ partitions of
a readout sector that is being pulsed, with crosstalk
extending to the nearest neighboring η segments. This
crosstalk is due to the capacitive coupling between RO
sectors and the coupling between RO sectors and the
electrode at the bottom of GEM3. We see that while
a small value of crosstalk is introduced into other RO
sectors by making the bottom of the third GEM foil
contiguous again, the crosstalk is successfully reduced,
with a maximum average reduction from
(1.66 ± 0.03)% to (1.11 ± 0.02)% with a low-pass filter
and HV divider. Simulations of the frontend hybrid card
ASIC circuit response indicate that without these modi-
fications, we could expect a maximum efficiency loss of
∼6% when operating the detector in CMS. Consequently,
a design with a contiguous bottom electrode on GEM3
but double-segmented GEM1 and GEM2 foils has been
adopted by the CMS muon group as the final design
for mass production of GE2/1 foils (see Fig. 1 for the
location of the GE2/1 chambers in the endcap of the
CMS experiment), which face the same crosstalk issues
as the ME0 module discussed here.

We note that the purpose of the initial double-
segmentation in all three GEM foils was to limit dis-
charge propagation and rate in the GE2/1 detector. Tests
show that the discharge probability is reduced by three
orders of magnitude [3]. The effect on the discharge prob-
ability with the adopted configuration (with the third
GEM foil segmented only on one side and the other two
foils segmented on both sides) is currently under study.
Preliminary results indicate that this “mixed design”
can simultaneously reduce discharge propagation and
crosstalk with final results to be published soon.
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